OFF the GRID
The Series – Season One

Hosted by Jack W. Peters and Tina Swan
Off the Grid is a new series to take you on amazing adventures with people
and locations you will never forget. No scripts and no limits, if it’s exciting,
we will be there with cameras rolling! Expeditions, treasure hunting, diving
on shipwrecks, paranormal investigations, you get the idea, let’s go!

Episode One

Bohemia Mining District expedition with Andy Laird

Andy Laird is a man who became paralyzed after a mountain bike accident. Join us to
celebrate his recovery while he leads a group of four-wheel drive vehicles down the
historic Noonday Wagon Trail.

Episode Two (Double Feature)

Puerto Rico Island Adventure & The Tiara of Nehalem

Part One: Jack takes a trip to the Caribbean to find the perfect small island get-a-way
only to get kicked off by a black helicopter.
Part Two: A Spanish Galleon from 1705 lays off the beach of Nehalem, Oregon. Could
a princess style tiara found nearby be from this historic wreck? Featuring archaeologist,
Mary P. Crommett.

Episode Three

Ghost Hunting in a real ghost town, Silver City, Idaho

The exploration of a Idaho ghost town turns into a real ghost hunting adventure after
Jack sends his amazing photo to the town’s mayor. Featuring Donna Snow.

Episode Four

Gold Mining by Helicopter to Dive for Nuggets

With no open roads in the Kalmiopsis Wilderness area, the only way in is by helicopter.
We explore an historical mining area and then its diver-down to dredge up some
amazing gold nuggets!

Episode Five

The Orbs of Spirit Mountain

A mysterious call to a TV producer opens up a mystery of a lifetime. What are these
strange lights in the woods? We will take you deep in the woods at night to capture
some amazing footage we cannot explain.

Episode Six

Gold and Dynamite, Exploring Sumpter, Oregon

Ever wonder what it is like to set off explosives at a gold mine? We explore the historic
Sumpter Mining District and then do some blasting that will get you so close, you will be
ducking for cover!

Episode Seven

Oregon’s Treasure Mountain

The North Coast’s Neahkahnie Mountain bears the scars of strange markings and holes
left behind by treasure hunters of the past. Native American folklore tells of winged
canoes trading thunder and then a crew burying a chest on the Mountain. We meet up
with Craig Andes to have a look for ourselves.

Follow us to Adventure!
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23 minute segments filmed in HD. For more information,
call 541 554-6720 or email jack@jackwpeters.com
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